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Summary
Oil markets crashed lower in March 2020 after Russia and Saudi Arabia failed to 
agree on output cuts and as the coronavirus pandemic cast a shadow over the global 
economy. With both oil and gas prices now low, major producers face a double blow 
to their profits and can no longer find shelter in long-term LNG sales contracts that are 
index-linked to oil.

This is already slowing investment in new projects that were targeted to bring 
additional supplies to the market in the mid-2020s. Delays to investment, as well as 
potential construction delays due to the coronavirus impact on staffing, will reduce the 
scope of potential oversupply in coming years.

In the first quarter of 2020, trade patterns continued largely similar to the year before. 
The LNG market remained in a broad position of oversupply after the growth of 
Australian, US and Russian facilities in recent years, and surplus volumes were directed 

towards Europe’s spot gas markets, depressing prices. 

Global LNG exports grew 12% to 96.8 million tonnes, 
with the strongest growth coming from the US, which 
more than doubled its first-quarter (Q1) exports to 14.4m 
tonnes, with increased contributions from the Cameron 
and Freeport LNG plants.

The key import region of east Asia, which made up 
54% of global demand in the quarter, saw its deliveries 
rising just slightly from the year before, at 53.6m 
tonnes, as increases in South Korea and Taiwan offset 
a slight downturn in China and Japan. Struck first by 
the coronavirus, China’s imports fell 5% from the year 
before, an unexpected decline in contrast to previous 
expectations of continued significant growth.

Australia and Qatar remain close in line with each 
other as the top LNG producers in the world, although 
continued expansion in the US is seeing that country 
rapidly increasing its exports. The weak spot price 
environment could threaten US growth over the summer, 
however, as talk of production curtailments grows.

Exports: US doubles on year
Global LNG exports rose 12% year-on-year in Q1 2020 
to reach 96.8m tonnes, with the US remaining the key 
source of new supplies. The global increase was a slight 
acceleration from a 10% year-on-year growth rate seen 
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in the previous quarter, though below the 14% to 17% 
annual growth rates seen last summer.

The US more than doubled its Q1 exports, rising from 
7.0m to 14.4m tonnes. Last year, the country’s Cameron 
LNG plant started up its first and second 4.5 million 
tonnes per annum (mtpa) trains. Corpus Christi started 
a second 4.5mtpa train in June 2019. Freeport loaded 
cargoes from its first and second 5.0mtpa trains. The 
2.5mtpa Elba Island project also produced a cargo by the 
end of the year.

During the first three months of 2020, Cameron and 
Freeport have continued to work on their second and 
third trains, with both expected to have a third train 
in operation by the end of the year. Freeport’s third 
5.0mtpa train actually loaded its first commissioning 
cargo on 14 March, onto the 180,000 cubic metre (cbm) 
Prism Brilliance tanker, although it is not yet in full 
commercial service. Elba Island, which is made up of 
ten 0.25mtpa mini-trains, has continued commissioning 
work. In February 2020, operator Kinder Morgan said 
the first four units were in service, with the remaining six 
expected on by June.

The second largest annual increase, in absolute terms, 
was Australia, whose exports rose 2.0m tonnes on the 
year to 19.8m tonnes. This was largely due to the impact 
of two new floating production projects, the 8.9mtpa 
Ichthys project and the 3.6mtpa Prelude project.

Ichthys started up at the end of 2018, and so was not 
in full force in early 2019, meaning its performance 
was much stronger in early 2020. Prelude started up 
in June 2019. It loaded two cargoes in Q1 2020, both in 
January, which was a net gain from last year. However, 
it suffered an electrical fault in early February that led 
to a shutdown. The restart date was uncertain at time of 
writing in early April. Ichthys produces gas offshore, but 
liquefies it onshore, while Prelude both produces and 
liquefies gas offshore, making it a more technologically 
complex operation.

Qatar and Russia were the other countries with the 
largest annual increases, both gaining 0.7m tonnes. 
For Qatar, this may just be related to a change in 

maintenance activity or the timing of cargo loadings, with no changes to the country’s 
baseline capacity. For Russia, the Yamal LNG project was able to make a greater 
contribution in early 2020 than early 2019, as its third 5.5mtpa liquefaction train was 
still ramping up to full capacity in the earlier period. 

Yamal LNG is still working on its fourth train. This is planned at only 0.9mtpa of 
capacity, much smaller than the three earlier 5.5mtpa trains, as it is designed as a test 
of new liquefaction technology.
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Global lNG export volumes

million tonnes % change

Export Country Q1 19 Q4 19 Q1 20 qtr-on-qtr yr-on-yr

Algeria 3.2 3.0 2.6 -13 -19 

Angola 1.1 1.1 1.3 18 18 

Argentina 0.0 0.1 0.1 - -

Australia 17.8 19.7 19.8 1 11 

Brunei 1.6 1.8 1.6 -11 0 

Cameroon 0.3 0.3 0.3 0 0 

Egypt 0.8 1.2 0.4 -67 -50 

Eq Guinea 0.7 0.8 0.8 0 14 

Indonesia 3.9 4.0 3.8 -5 -3 

Malaysia 6.6 6.9 6.7 -3 2 

Nigeria 5.2 5.2 5.4 4 4 

Norway 1.0 1.2 1.2 0 20 

oman 2.8 2.7 2.6 -4 -7 

PNG 2.1 2.0 2.0 0 -5 

Peru 1.0 1.1 1.0 -9 0 

Qatar 19.8 18.6 20.5 10 4 

russia 7.2 7.7 7.9 3 10 

Trin & Tobago 3.2 3.1 3.0 -3 -6 

UAE 1.5 1.5 1.4 -7 -7 

US 7.0 11.3 14.4 27 106 

Total 86.8 93.3 96.8 4 12 
Note: Export tonnage rounded to one decimal place, % change calculated from 
rounded numbers
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The last cargo to leave 
Yamal eastward-bound 
was on the 172,000cbm 
Vladimir Vize, departing 
Yamal’s Sabetta port on 

30 September 2019

Yamal LNG cargoes have been heading west, towards Europe, throughout the first 
quarter, with the eastern route, through the Arctic to China, being closed by winter ice. 
The last cargo to leave Yamal eastward was on the 172,000cbm Vladimir Vize, departing 
Yamal’s Sabetta port on 30 September 2019. Many Yamal vessels during the first 
quarter delivered to the port of Zeebrugge in Belgium, where a dedicated 180,000cbm 
storage tank has been brought into operation at the end of 2019 to support cargo 
transfers from ice-breaker tankers to normal tankers. 

However, Yamal partners are also bringing the Norwegian transfer point of 
Honningsvaag back into operation too, for direct ship-to-ship (STS) transfer cargoes. 
The Vladimir Vize was at Honningsvaag at the start of April 2020 to switch its cargo onto 
the 174,000cbm Yamal Spirit, the first STS operation at Honningsvaag since June 2019.

The largest year-on-year falls came from Algeria and Egypt. Algeria’s LNG exports were 
down 0.6m tonnes at 2.6m tonnes after it closed its Skikda liquefaction plant in mid-
December 2019. This was originally meant to be for two months of maintenance, but 
no cargoes had been seen loading from Skikda by the end of the first quarter. Algerian 
state producer Sonatrach said it would meet its contractual obligations by producing 
cargoes at Arzew, but non-contract production would have been curtailed as a result.

Egypt’s exports halved to 0.4m tonnes. The country’s Idku liquefaction plant had an 
impressive end to 2019, loading eight cargoes in November and nine in December, 
after talk that the project was ramping up output due to increasing local gas 
production. Output fell rapidly in the following weeks though, with only six cargoes 
loaded across Q1 2020 as a whole, likely due to the worsening economic outlook for 
spot LNG sales.

Imports: China turns negative
The world’s largest LNG importing region, east Asia, saw a 3% year-on-year growth rate 
in Q1 2020 to 53.6m tonnes, as increases in South Korea counterbalanced a negative 
trend in China.

Chinese growth had already been slowing from the rapid rates of recent years. The 15% 
rise from 2018 to 2019 was not as large as the 41% increase that shocked the market 
between 2017 and 2018. Already in late last year, in October 2019, there was a month 
when LNG demand fell compared with the year before, although this may have been 
more a matter of the timing of winter cargo purchases changing rather than evidence 
of a larger trend.

With the eruption of the coronavirus outbreak affecting economic activity in the 
country from January onwards, however, every month in 
Q1 2020 saw slightly lower demand than the year before, 
against previous expectations for continued growth. 
China imported 14.6m tonnes in the quarter, down 0.7m 
tonnes from a year earlier, and down an even larger 3.2m 
tonnes from Q4 2019.

The world’s largest LNG importer, Japan, was also down 
slightly, falling 0.6m tonnes to 21.6m tonnes, although 
this was less surprising for a mature market that has not 
been experiencing any major growth.

South Korean and Taiwanese imports rose, helping to 
offset the downturn from China and Japan. South Korea 
picked up a large 2.3m tonnes to 12.9m tonnes as it 
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favoured increased gas-fired power generation due to lower spot gas prices and moves 
to cut coal-fired power generation to improve air quality. Taiwan picked up 0.4m tonnes 
to 4.4m tonnes.

As in other recent quarters, the fact that east Asia was holding fairly steady meant that 
Europe took on the main role as the global balancing market, absorbing an extra 6.7m 
tonnes of LNG into its liquid spot gas markets compared to the previous year, reducing 
the need for storage withdrawals and pipeline gas flows that otherwise would have 
been called on to a greater extent over winter.

The UK, Spain and Belgium in particular saw strong annual increases, with the UK 
remaining a major importer, unlike summer 2019 when its share of the market dipped 
for a few months. The UK gained 1.6m tonnes to 4.7m tonnes, making it the largest 
European importer in Q1 2020. Spain gained 1.7m tonnes to 4.5m tonnes. Belgium was 
up by 1.3m tonnes to 2.5m tonnes, although most of this was due to the opening of a 
new transhipment storage tank at the country’s Zeebrugge LNG terminal. Vessels from 
the Russian Yamal LNG plant were dropping off their cargoes at the Belgian storage 
tank, then around a million tonnes was later reloaded onto other ships for export back 
out of Belgium.

France and Italy were largely stable year on year, but outside the main spot gas markets 
of northwest Europe, Turkey also remained a key demand hotspot for the quarter, with 
its intake up 1.0m tonnes to 4.8m tonnes. Turkey is taking advantage of low spot gas 

prices to pick up LNG cargoes at cheaper rates than 
its long-term, oil-linked pipeline import contracts from 
countries such as Russia. Turkey suffered damage to the 
pipeline that carries Iranian gas into the country at the 
end of the quarter, which could also lead it to increase 
its spot cargo purchases in the second quarter.

With China’s expansion having halted, the south Asia 
region was also a key source of global growth in the 
quarter, with India in particular seeing its imports 
surging as, like Turkey, it picked up lower-priced spot 
market cargoes, including to substitute for higher-priced 
oil products. India’s first-quarter imports rose 2.3m 
tonnes to 7.3m tonnes. Bangladesh gained 0.3m tonnes, 
while Pakistan was stable.

Global lNG import volumes

million tonnes % change

Import region Q1 19 Q4 19 Q1 20 qtr-on-qtr yr-on-yr

Central/South America 3.0 2.2 2.4 9 -20

E Asia 52.1 52.9 53.6 1 3

Europe 20.8 24.3 27.5 13 32

India/Pakistan/Bangladesh 7.7 8.9 10.3 16 34

Middle East 0.3 1.0 0.5 -50 67

North America 0.6 0.4 0.7 75 17

SE Asia 3.3 3.1 4.2 35 27

Total 87.8 92.8 99.2 7 13
Note: Import tonnage rounded to one decimal place, % change calculated from round-
ed numbers. Import volumes are counted by day of arrival, whereas export volumes 
are counted by day of departure.
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Spot LNG prices were 
much lower in Q1 2020 than 

the year before, with the 
iCiS East Asia index 

averaging $3.62/MMBtu 
across the quarter, down 
45% from $6.64/MMBtu 

last year, while the European 
TTF gas price averaged 

$3.09/MMBtu, down 50% 
from $6.15/MMBtu

India’s 5.0mtpa Mundra terminal, used by Indian Oil, Adani Group and GSPC, received 
its first cargoes during the quarter, mostly vessels from Qatar, and also a Russian 
Yamal delivery reloaded from Zeebrugge. However, by the end of the first quarter, the 
coronavirus was spreading throughout the world, and India went into an initial 21-day 
lockdown, raising questions over the likelihood of continued strong demand in the 
second quarter.

Prices: oil markets slump
Spot LNG prices were much lower in Q1 2020 than the year before, with the ICIS East Asia 
Index averaging $3.62/MMBtu across the quarter, down 45% from $6.64/MMBtu last year, 
while the European TTF gas price averaged $3.09/MMBtu, down 50% from $6.15/MMBtu.

That was no real surprise to regular market-watchers. The huge increase in supplies 
from countries including Australia, Russia and the US in recent years has outstripped 
the growth in demand in the global market, leaving surplus cargoes to be directed to 
Europe’s liquid spot trading hubs, depressing prices there, and feeding through into 
lower prices worldwide. Spot markets in Europe and Asia were always likely to fall 
further once the peak winter demand months were over, unless an extreme cold period 
emerged to reduce the high levels of gas in storage. 

What was new was a huge slump in oil markets, as well as the growing coronavirus 
crisis that will add further bearish pressure onto both gas and oil markets across the 
remainder of the year. Crude oil roughly halved from levels around $8/MMBtu in early 
March to $4/MMBtu by the end of the month, after Russia and Saudi Arabia failed to 
agree output cuts to support the global price. Brent crude averaged around $8.94/
MMBtu across the quarter, down only 19% from $11.03/MMBtu a year earlier. However, 
the collapse had come late in the period, and could yet go further.

The collapse in oil prices is of critical importance to LNG producers. Most of the biggest 
companies, such as Shell or Qatar Petroleum, produce both oil and gas. They have also 
traditionally sold most of their LNG, particularly in Asia, on long-term contracts linked to 
the price of oil, rather than in the spot market, or based on spot prices. Spot-indexation is 
more common in Europe, with its liquid UK NBP and Dutch TTF gas markets.

This means that while oil prices were reasonably strong, as they were until March, the 
major producers were sheltered from the full impact of the slump in spot gas prices. 
That is no longer the case, and they could see the profitability of their long-term 
contracts much reduced as well.

There remains at present some arbitrage between oil prices and gas prices, and buying 
spot LNG could still be cheaper than buying oil-linked 
cargoes for many importers, but the gap has narrowed 
considerably. Some buyers, including generators, will 
also now be making regular comparisons between fuel 
oil, spot gas and coal as to which is the most cost-
effective fuel for their power plants - a comparison most 
often won by coal in  
the past.

The hardest hit by the oil price slump is likely to be the 
US shale oil and gas industry, which carries relatively 
high levels of debt and requires regular capital 
investment to drill new wells and keep output flowing. 
US gas production for the country’s growing number 
of liquefaction plants had been supported by the 
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Alex Froley
LNG Market Analyst

Alex Froley is an analyst 
with the LNG Edge 
team at ICIS. The team 
follow the latest gas 
market developments 
worldwide. LNG 
Edge provides news, 
prices, ship-tracking 
and analytical tools 
for traders and other 
industry participants.

liquids output from shale wells, but the industry now looks to be set for a substantial 
restructuring. The impact, admittedly, was not felt in the first quarter. If shale output 
slows, US prices could rise, but in the first quarter the US Henry Hub gas price average 
of $1.88/MMBtu was down 35% from the previous year.

The EAX was at a premium to the TTF early in the quarter, converging in February, 
spreading a little further apart in mid-March, before rejoining the TTF later in the month 
as countries in Asia, including India, went into lockdowns. Although both the east Asia 
and European prices remained at a premium to the US, margins were being cut back 
so far by the end of the quarter that few have doubts now about production being 
curtailed over coming months.

Leading US producer Cheniere confirmed in February that customers had requested 
two contractual cargoes due to be produced in April to be cancelled. The company 
said this was a relatively small number out of the 40 per month it produces, and that it 
was still possible it could produce and market the cargoes itself. There was further talk 
in the market in March about May cargoes being cancelled too and likely beyond.

The quarter ahead
In our last report, we said that market conditions in Q1 2020 were likely to be “broadly 
similar” to those in Q4 2019, with “strong” supply and Europe continuing to absorb 
cargoes. We said that “significant turn-down of production seems unlikely to occur 
while the northern hemisphere winter continues, however market attention may turn 
increasingly to questions over the supply/demand balance in the spring”.

Although events in the oil market, and of course the coronavirus, were shocks, 
in the global LNG market this was broadly correct. Despite relatively low prices, 
exports continued. There were even some record volumes of feedgas going into US 
liquefaction plants, over 9 billion cubic feet/day (0.25bcm/day) at points, as developers 
continued work to bring new trains at Cameron, Freeport and Elba Island onstream. 
However, emerging news of cancelled US cargoes for April and beyond showed that 
the market will be increasingly impacted from spring.

Our last report also noted that “if the market reaches spring with stock levels largely 
intact, that could lead to significant further downwards pressure on European spot gas 
prices, taking away storage injection demand as a support for the summer”. There were 
no major cold periods during the northern hemisphere winter in the first quarter, so the 
lack of storage demand will remain a key factor across the season ahead.

Developers of new trains such as Cameron and Freeport will try to complete formal 
commissioning work on these projects, as far as the coronavirus allows, meaning that 
they will likely continue to produce cargoes and potential supply could continue to 
grow. This will be exacerbated by reduced maintenance in the near-term, as producers 
delay work they had planned for the second quarter until later in the year, due to 
staffing shortages and lockdown restrictions during the coronavirus pandemic. This 
means more plants that would otherwise have shut could remain available.

Australia’s APLNG plant was due to carry out maintenance on a full 4.5mtpa train from 
8 May to 7 June, but has cut this back to only a half-train maintenance from 19 May to 
27 May. Australia’s North West Shelf plant pushed back planned maintenance on its 
2.6mtpa train three from May 2020 to September 2020, and on its 4.6mtpa train four 
from September 2020 to August 2021. 

Amid this increased availability, further cutbacks could be expected at existing plants. 
There were market reports that there will be a significant reduction of US exports in 

if shale output slows, US 
prices could rise, but in the 
first quarter the US Henry 
Hub gas price average of 

$1.88/MMBtu was down 35% 
from the previous year
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June, with suggestions in mid-April of 
more than 20 contractual cargoes being 
cancelled from the June export schedules 
at the Sabine Pass, Corpus Christi and 
Freeport LNG plants.

Earlier this year, the resolution of a long-
running legal dispute prompted Italy’s 
Eni to say it expected LNG production 
to restart at Egypt’s Damietta plant in 
June, for the first time since 2012. This 
now looks unlikely to go ahead as quickly 
as planned. The Egyptian Idku plant has 
already seen exports fall substantially in 
the first quarter.

Russia’s planned fourth train at Yamal 
LNG, meanwhile, has already been 
pushed back from the first quarter to the 
third quarter, although this was more 
largely for testing and optimisation of 
new technology.

The summer could see continued soft prices and cutbacks in production. In the longer 
term, the market will also see changes. The slump in the oil market will impact US 
shale producers, reducing the current oversupply in the US gas market. Lower profits 
at major companies and fears over the long-term impacts on demand from a possible 
global economic recession are also already leading to delays to investment decisions 
on projects previously targeted to start up LNG output in the mid-2020s. This will push 
such projects further back in the decade, reducing the scope of mid-decade supply 
surpluses.

Qatar has already delayed picking international partners for its major expansion plans, 
intended to increase its output from 77mtpa to first 110mtpa then 126mtpa over the 
course of the 2020s. Shell at the end of March announced it was pulling out of the 
proposed 16.5mtpa Lake Charles LNG project in the US, where it had previously been 
a 50/50 partner, leaving Energy Transfer to continue as sole developer. BP has pushed 
back the date it will take on a new floating production vessel for the Tortue LNG project 
offshore west Africa.

The key question for the market now is how much and for how long demand will be 
depressed by the coronavirus pandemic and its impacts on economic activity, both in 
the short-term, and over the longer term, if lockdowns lead to a major recession.

Gas remains a vital industry, supplying fuel for power generation and energy for home 
heating and cooking. While industrial output will be reduced amid plant shutdowns, 
much gas demand will remain robust even during lockdowns across the world. The first 
quarter of the year saw members of the industry continue to deliver cargoes globally in 
broadly similar patterns to before, even to the countries worst-hit by the virus, such as 
China, South Korea, Spain and Italy. 

The 2008 financial crisis led to significantly reduced gas demand in Europe. UK gas 
demand, according to statistics published by BP, dropped back from around 100 billion 
cubic metres (bcm)/year of pipeline gas to levels nearer 80bcm/year. Germany and 
Spain also saw significant declines. The factors are, however, complex, with the growth 

Start-up schedule of liquefaction trains in 2019, 2020

Capacity (mtpa) Date

US Sabine Pass T5 4.5 Started late 2018, ramping up Q1 19

US Corpus Christi T1 4.5 Started late 2018, ramping up Q1 19

US Cameron T1 4.5 First cargo 31 May 2019

Argentina Tango FLNG 0.5 Partial cargo 6 June 2019

Australia Prelude 3.6 First cargo 10 June 2019

US Corpus Christi T2 4.5 First LNG 14 June 2019

US Freeport T1 5.0 First cargo 3 September 2019

US Elba island 2.5 First cargo 13 December 2019

US Freeport T2 5.0 First cargo 17 December 2019

US Cameron T2 4.5 First LNG December 2019

US Freeport T3 5.0 First cargo 14 March, 2020

Egypt Damietta - June 2020 restart?

US Cameron T3 4.5 Q3 20

russia Yamal T4 0.9 Delayed to Q3 2020

Malaysia PFLNG2 1.5 in position for end-2020 start

Note: New liquefaction trains starting during 2019 and 2020
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of renewables and increased energy efficiency measures 
playing a part in decline as well as economic activity.

Gas demand in the key LNG import region of east Asia 
showed no such impact from 2008 financial crisis, 
continuing to grow across the period, particularly rapidly 
for China, and with Japan’s demand boosted from 2010 
onwards by a need to replace lost nuclear output after 
the Fukushima disaster. Here too the situation remains 
complex. Asian economies were not all as severely 
impacted by the financial crisis as they may be by the 
coronavirus. For China, there are also the questions of 
how far any reductions in gas demand affect the LNG 
market and how far they affect pipeline imports - unlike 
for Japan, where all gas imports arrive as LNG.

There remain strong longer-term arguments for the 
growth of gas in east Asia, particularly in reducing 
emissions and air pollution, with gas offering savings 
of both carbon dioxide and particulates compared to 
burning fuel oil or coal. Given a prolonged period of 
relatively low spot gas prices, south Asian countries 
including India, Pakistan and Bangladesh should also see 
continued growth. LNG should also make further inroads 
into the transport sector, replacing some oil sales in the 
marine industry and the road haulage sector. Producers 
will, however, need to invest in promoting the benefits 
of their fuel and projects to safeguard demand in the 
longer term.

lNG Edge market intelligence
The LNG Edge market intelligence platform tracks cargoes in real-time around the 
world, keeping users in touch with increasingly fast-paced and globalising gas markets. 
LNG Edge uses satellite data to monitor the imports and exports of global consumers 
and producers. A dedicated team of analysts supplements this physical data with 
commercial information from customs agencies and other sources to add in-depth 
price and volume data to voyage records. Import and export figures in this report are 
based on the latest data from the LNG Edge platform at time of publication.

LNG Edge also provides a database of global LNG contracts, an infrastructure 
database, news and alert services and more. The ICIS publication LNG Markets Daily 
contains the East Asia Index (EAX) for spot LNG deliveries to Japan, China, South Korea 
and Taiwan as well as a full range of other price assessments.

In our upcoming webinar on 7 May, energy experts Thomas Rodgers and Ruth 
Liao will dive into the intricacies of the industry considering the coronavirus 
effects and the outlook for US LNG production and European gas demand.

Register today and learn how to adapt to this new environment with ICIS.

What can the European gas market 
expect given US LNG supply growth?
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https://www.icis.com/explore/USLNGSupplyWebinar/?cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHWCT-2020-05-EURO+US-chwct_uslngsupplywebinar052020&sfid=7014J000000Q8tM

